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We are like chameleons, we take our hue and the color of
our moral character, from those who are around us.”
― John Locke

“

Surround yourself with people who are ethical and honest.

Extraordinary Profiles
Robert Lewis has almost two decades
of experience as a professional who
works in different capacities within
the nonprofit, social service, and
philanthropical areas.
He has successfully led the BLOOM
Initiative of the California
Community Foundation (CCF), a
venture that took five years and five
million dollars with the mission to
give direction to young black men
who became involved with the Los
Angeles county probation system.
The goal of BLOOM was to enable
these young men to position
themselves to find long-term
employment and pursue their
education. His leadership roles
included overseeing the strategic
activities for the initiatives, tracking
the progress regarding desired
outcomes, managing and identifying
grantee partner relationships,
identifying partnerships with
additional strategic partners, and
serving as the key liaison with
principal stakeholders in the
community. In addition, Lewis was in
charge of grants for the CCF,
concentrating on young people who
were aged out of the foster care
system, older adults in poverty, and
those with developmental disabilities.
Lewis has a varied and culturally
diverse perspective and his
knowledge of investing, community
functions, and customer service has
enabled organizations to build solid
foundations on which they can
achieve long-term success as
financially fit nonprofit entities who
serve their communities. Such traits
make him a unique spokesperson
whose strong voice echoes within
nonprofit and philanthropic circles in
Los Angeles. Robert makes
organizations more efficient by
utilizing his insights, along with a

practical sense of what the nonprofit
investor community requires, which
results in improved positioning in
terms of investment possibilities, as
well as more effective strategies in all
areas of the business.
Robert’s educational background
include a Bachelors Degree in
Sociology with Occidental Collage
and a Masters in Social Work from
Howard University with a
concentration in management and
administration.
Lewis shared with Monica, some
great insights on what humanitarians
and nonprofit leaders need to do to
make their organizations sustainable
and profitable.
Monica: How did you become
involved in philanthropy and
nonprofit organizations?
Robert: Monica, I’d love to tell you
that it was well thought out and that I
had this vision of getting into
philanthropy one day, but it didn’t
work that way. I don’t have the data
but I’d say around 80-plus percent of
the people in that space probably
ended up there just by having worked
in it. If you think about our
undergraduate institutions, how many
offer non-profit management or
philanthropy or any similar type
discipline as a major or an offering? I
can’t think of many, and so I ended
up in this space because I worked in
the human social services sector for
about 15 years in various capacities.
I’ve been a social worker. I’ve
managed a large program that was
geared toward a training perspective
fostering adoptive families. One of
the things that I was always interested
in was the investment side of the
social sector -- who makes decisions
for how resources are allocated,

whether it’s from the government, or
from private investors such as
foundations, individual donors,
corporations.
Going way back to my graduate years
at Howard University in the mid-90s,
I developed a relationship with a
woman by the name of Pamela
Johnson who worked for the
Administration for Children, Youth
and Families at the time. Through that
relationship I was able to become a
grant reviewer for the federal
government and I reviewed proposals
for many years, practically every year
for more than a 10-year span.
Over the years in the human social
services sector I’ve been involved in
various efforts to secure funding,
whether it’s writing proposals to the
local foundations, or a large county. I
just always had this thirst to learn
more about the investment end of
things. Around 2007, I left a position
where I was a project director for a
juvenile offender reentry program and
I began looking for a job in
philanthropy.
I applied to become a program officer
at the California Community
Foundation, or CCF as we call it.
CCF is one of the largest foundations
in the country. We have around a 45th
rank in terms of assets and we’re
definitely one of the largest here in
the state. I heard of CCF throughout
my career from various channels, and
so I found this may be an opening for
me to get into that world. I knew a lot
about grant writing and what that
looked like on the federal level. That
was a great training ground for me to
understand the elements of a solid
proposal. The standards at the
government level are much more
stringent than they are for private
investors such as the foundations and
corporations.
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I can’t tell you how many applicants
there were for this position. I was told
more than 300, and I was fortunate
enough to get chosen and hired for the
position. So I became a program
officer at the California Community
Foundation in 2008, where I managed
the portfolio that funded efforts
around youth aging out of foster care,
low-income older adults, and adults
with developmental disabilities.
There’s some grant making around
animal welfare, so it was just a real
hodge-podge of things that I was
responsible for vetting and funding.
Probably my professional claim to
fame has been working as the director
for a landmark initiative called
BLOOM which offers a lifetime of
options and opportunities for men. It
was something that I spearheaded
during my time there. It’s an initiative
specifically geared toward redirecting
black male youth and becoming
involved with the LA County
probation system, trying to get them
on a healthy track towards improved
employment and educational

opportunities. It was the only one of
its kind on philanthropy in the
country.
There’s a growing movement in
philanthropy around investing in boys
and men of color. Many people have
heard of the White House initiative
called My Brother’s Keeper. My
Brother’s Keeper is relatively new to
the general public, but in philanthropy
that momentum has been building for
years. Because of that movement, a
lot of it really ended up resulting in
My Brother’s Keeper. BLOOM was
the only organization of its kind that
was specifically investing in black
boys who had been involved with the
juvenile justice system around
education and employment.
I’m very proud of that
accomplishment. I led that effort for
about three years. When I transitioned
from CCF it was about a year and a
half into its implementation mode,
and I’m happy to say that it’s still
going strong. We work with several
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local service partners where we give
them grant dollars specifically to
work with this population for that
purpose. In that role, I can say I
learned probably more in those three
years than I would have learned
probably in ten years working in the
human social services sector in
general.
Monica: For people who may not be
aware or don’t understand, can you
talk briefly about what a social
investor is?
Robert: The way I define social
investor is any individual or entity
that provides dollars -- it doesn’t
always have to be just dollars
exclusively, but primarily dollars or
other forms of technical assistance to
causes or organizations to make
change, to impact change, and they
look for a social return on their
investment instead of a financial
return.
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For example, I may be donor John
Doe and I give a certain amount of
dollars to the Monica Davis
Foundation. For those dollars, I
expect that the Monica Davis
Foundation will be able to improve
the GPA of all the girls you serve, or
to increase high school graduation
rates to all the grades you serve.
Monica: The return is not necessarily
going back to you.
Robert: Correct, but there is a
movement where -- it’s still relatively
new, but there’s a movement called
the Social Innovation Fund and it’s
one that’s picking up some steam,
where you have investors who will
invest in causes and they get a
percentage of financial return based
on improvements or changes that
were made.
The term grant implies free money
where there are no strings attached.
There was a time in philanthropy
where that was the predominant way
of thinking about it from both the
recipients of those dollars and the
people that invested. Over the past I’d
say 7 to 10 years, philanthropy has
really moved more in the direction of
looking at social return on
investments. So it’s not enough
anymore to say that you provide what
I call, “Warm and fuzzy services and
support,” for people to help improve
their general lot in life. What does
that mean? Does that mean they’re
graduating? Does that mean you’re
reducing the homeless population?
Does it mean more people are getting
job skills and becoming employed?
Investors want to see those kinds of
outcomes now. There’s a greater
emphasis on outcomes more than ever
before. In the nonprofit sector it
poses some challenges, because the
sector has been accustomed to not

being held to that level of
accountability.
One of the things we stress in my
consulting group, NEX Impact is yes,
a nonprofit is a business at the end of
the day. There’s a colleague of mine,
and I’ll identify him as Nolan
Robbins who’s the head of the LA
Urban League. He once told me that
nonprofits don’t fail because of
mission. They fail due to finances and
that’s so true. With all my years at the
foundation I very rarely came across
an organization where I thought,
“You know what, that’s a crappy
mission. That’s not worthwhile at
all.” Almost every mission statement I
ever saw was admirable and
worthwhile.
Monica: Do you think they fail
because most of them are trying to
run their organization from grants?
Robert: Yes, it’s not that alone.
What we know is that nonprofits are
not charity. They’re businesses at the
end of the day and as all businesses
go, nonprofits can thrive when they’re
managed wisely. The leadership can
make or break a business, and it’s
what I call the “Warm and fuzzy” or,
“Bleeding heart management style.” It
doesn’t necessarily lead to increased
efficiency or make an organization
more sustainable. An organization
thrives on its ability to operate
efficiently, particularly around the
finances, so it’s not just the grant as
you mentioned.
A nonprofit can’t afford to be overly
dependent on any single line of
funding. A grant is just one type of
revenue stream. There are different
types of funding a nonprofit can
secure. It might be a grant from a
foundation or a corporation. It might
be government grants. It might be
earned income. The average person

doesn’t realize that a nonprofit can
engage in revenue generating
activities. A nonprofit can sell
products and services, not necessarily
at market rate oftentimes, but it can be
done. That’s another creative way to
generate revenues. Individual donors
are another way, through fundraising
activities.
Nonprofits that have a diverse stream
of revenues oftentimes are better
positioned for the long haul, and
they’re usually more sustainable.
I can give you a quick story. I worked
for an organization, a nonprofit
several years ago. I was running a
program that had a budget of about
4.3 million a year. All those dollars
pretty much came from one funding
source. It was a county contract. The
county decided to do some
restructuring and, as a result, that
contract was allocated differently than
in years past, so this organization
went from having a 4.3 million dollar
contract with the county down to
about $800,000 or 900,000 a year.
Needless to say, several people had to
be laid off.
Grants and any form of revenue is a
good thing, but to be overly
dependent on any one revenue stream
is a problem and a recipe for disaster
in many cases.
Monica: Based on your experience,
what have you found to be some
common mistakes that people make
when they are starting a nonprofit?
Robert: Several. One is surveying
the landscape. Are there other
organizations or other efforts taking
place in your area that are very
similar? Are there opportunities to
partner? Just because you have a
passion for a certain cause or a certain
population, it doesn’t necessarily
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mean you need to start a nonprofit to
do it. It may mean just partnering with
an existing project or organization. It
may mean just starting a project under
another nonprofit, working with a
nonprofit as a fiscal agent for your
project.
Another mistake is putting the cart
before the horse in terms of the
infrastructure of the organization. If
we wanted to sell lemonade, there
would be several things we need to
have in place in order to do that. Is it
going to be a brick-and-mortar
location? How much are we going to
charge? How many cups per week,
per month do we need to sell to
generate a profit? All of those basic
questions you want to address before
you say, “Hey, we’re open for
business, and we’re open for business
because we know that people are
thirsty and our lemonade tastes good
and people enjoy it.”

That alone is not going to sustain a
business, and a lot of people tend to
do that in the nonprofit sector.
They’re driven by the passion and
don’t give as much thought to the
infrastructure and what it takes to
actually operate that business. The
infrastructure includes the board of
directors. I see a lot of what I call,
“Mom and pop grants,” organizations
starting nonprofits and the board
consists of friends, family, and people
they generally trust but people that
don’t necessarily have expertise or the
capacity to guide an organization.
That becomes a challenge.
Investors, whether they’re donors,
foundations or corporations, often
look at the makeup of a board as one
indicator of the overall health of the
organization. If you have a board
consisting of friends and family, one
of the first red flags that the investor
thinks of is, “Okay, what’s the
oversight like? Is the founder just
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running this organization any way he
or she pleases? Does he have a rubber
stamp approving board that just lets
everything go and doesn’t really view
the organization through a critical
lens?”
You really need a solid board in place
that not only brings technical
expertise and resources, but have a
vested interest in the long term wellbeing of the organization. Sometimes
there’s conflict with the founder of
that organization, so someone has to
be comfortable with letting go. They
call it in my industry, the “Founder
syndrome.” You have an organization
that’s driven by the founder and there
isn’t much room for the board to have
meaningful input and guidance.
Oftentimes these organizations don’t
thrive in the long haul. It’s taking
time to invest and plan around the
infrastructure. It’s having a solid
board. It’s having a sound business
plan or strategic plan, which really
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captures all of those things I’ve
mentioned about an organization.
What I found, Monica, is that the
average person typically has a sense
of what needs to be in place to run a
solid business, but for whatever
reason in the nonprofit sector, some
of those same people don’t apply
those basic business principals. They
apply an entirely different paradigm
to the nonprofit world and it can’t be
that way.
Obviously you customize that
paradigm to fit whatever products or
services you’re providing, but at the
end of the day, there has to be some
standard business principals in place
to have that nonprofit drive.
Monica: There are people whom I
know, who have started nonprofits,
but the work that they do is mainly
overseas. Is there a different approach
that they need to take because they’re
working with people or serving
people who are on the other side of
the world?
Robert: I’d say that the business
principals are essentially the same.
My scope of work, my experiences
for the most part have been domestic.
I haven’t done much on the
international front, so I can’t speak to
how those principals need to be
customized or tweaked if you have an
international focus. But those basic
business principals I’ve talked about,
knowing the landscape, investing and
building an infrastructure, having a
sound board and leadership, those
things all remain the same.
Monica: How does a humanitarian or
nonprofit leader who is just starting
out seek social investors? What do
they need to present to a potential
social investor?

Robert: First of all it’s having a solid
business or strategic plan in place. If
you’re just starting off, that could be
something that’s really basic and
there’s room to build on that and to
expand on it as you move forward.
Have a clear sense of what you’re
going to do and articulate that in the
document. It’s something that can
serve as a blueprint for what the
organization is seeking to do and how
it will do it.
Specifically to your question, how do
they secure them? Looking at your
existing relationships is one way and
cultivating those and exploring
relationships with people who may be
interested. Also, be passionate about
the cause and issue you’re addressing.
Leveraging what you have is
something that too often falls through
the cracks, because the harsh reality is
that nonprofit startups aren’t
necessarily a priority for investors in
terms of funding. It takes time to
build a track record and oftentimes
the frustration of nonprofit leaders is,

“Well how do we make an impact if
we don’t have money”? “What comes
first, the chicken or the egg?”
How do we make an impact if no one
will invest in us? It’s being efficient
with the resources that you have and
tapping into those resources. If you’re
an organization with a budget of one
hundred thousand, it may not be
realistic to say, “Okay, we’re going to
increase the graduation rate of a
thousand young men in this specific
region.” Serving maybe 20 or 50,
having targeted outcomes at a realistic
place based on your capacity, and
establishing a track record may be
better.
When you start pursuing relationships
with investors, it’s not realistic to
expect someone will invest a hundred
thousand, two hundred thousand, over
multiple years in a start-up
organization. It might be five
thousand. It may be two thousand or
ten thousand. It may be in-kind
support.
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Yes, leveraging any and all resources
you can get, and not just looking at
the dollar is best. Is there technical
support? If I’m an organization that is
providing, let’s say, in-home tutoring
to a specific population, maybe
there’s a business out there that would
be up for donating computers to our
organization.

are the organizations and
communities that come out on the
short end of the stick more often than
not. There are several reasons for that.
They don’t have the relationships
with people who have the resources to
help them and they don’t have a clear
understanding of capacity and what
that means.

That can help strengthen the
relationship and that could lead to a
financial investment down the road.
There’s nothing wrong with starting
small or what I would describe as
realistic and building from there.

When an investor refers to capacity
building, some of these organizations
may think that means, “Okay, we
need to hire staff.” An investor
doesn’t necessarily view hiring staff
as a capacity-building approach,
because if I’m an investor and I give
you money to hire part-time staff,
what happens after my money’s
gone? Then you can no longer afford
that person.

If I’m an investor and I have more of
an authentic relationship with a
nonprofit leader and I trust what
they’re doing, I feel good about what
they’re doing, I’m more likely to
invest my resources in the
organization. Really investing time
and cultivating relationships without
expectation of an immediate return in
dollars is something that I would
highly recommend.

What are some of the things that you
can do to build infrastructure that will
last beyond the term of this
investment? That might be around
your technological capacity, your
leadership capacity, especially in
leadership skills, to keep an

Monica: Do you
work with clients
of any size?
Robert: Yes, we
specialize in
organizations that
have annual
budgets of 2
million or less, not
exclusively, but
many of us are
serving
communities that
have a high
concentration of
people of color
and again, not
exclusively, but
that is in our
target, because we
found that those
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organization moving forward. It
might be in board development. It
might be several things that the
average, emerging grassroots
organization just isn’t clear on in
terms of investor language, so there’s
a disconnect there oftentimes. The
track record isn’t there. There are
several reasons why these
organizations come out on the short
end of the stick.
We take what we call the “Robin
Hood approach” to nonprofit
consulting, meaning borrowing from
the information rich and sharing with
the information poor. A lot of
organizations don’t thrive because
they simply don’t have the
information. Once they have the
information, our position is that they
will operate more efficiently, but you
don’t know what you don’t know.
Monica: Can you clarify the
definition of a foundation versus a
nonprofit organization?
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Robert: There are different types of
foundations. There are private
foundations, community foundations,
but there are also foundations called
operating foundations that do a little
bit of both, where they give money
and they provide services. Generally
speaking, when you refer to a
foundation versus a nonprofit
organization, a foundation is usually
the entity that provides the resources
to the service provider or the
advocacy group. The foundation also
has nonprofit status, and the average
person may not be aware of that.
Foundations are also nonprofits, so
when we refer to the nonprofit sector,
more often than not we’re referring to
service providers, or advocacy
groups, but they all fall under the
federal definition or category of
nonprofit.
Monica: You mentioned that
nonprofit leaders should shift their
mindsets from seeking free money to
seeking investments. For someone
who’s been running a nonprofit for
years and has been banking on
obtaining grants or that type of
funding, how do they shift their
mindset from that and begin looking
for social investments?
Robert: Shifting the mindset is about
understanding that at the end of the
day, a nonprofit is a business. That’s
our philosophy. They don’t fail
because of mission. They thrive on
finances, not mission, and conversely
a mission that isn’t worthwhile isn’t
necessarily the reason why a
nonprofit won’t make it. I’ve never
heard a mission statement that I
thought wasn’t admirable or
worthwhile, never.
That’s clearly not the reason why
nonprofits don’t make it. It’s about
having a sound, smart leadership
managing the organization wisely, not

overpromising, and not seeking to
deliver caviar with Burger King
resources. It all comes down to really
doing what you do as a business and
not a warm and fuzzy project. It may
have a charitable purpose, but it needs
to have a sound business plan and
infrastructure in place to execute that
passion. That’s essentially what it
takes to start applying what we all
know as basic business principals to
the nonprofit sector.
For a lot of people that’s a hard shift
to make because people don’t want to
think of serving people and
addressing causes as anything that is
consistent with, or aligned with what
we usually think about in the forprofit traditional business setting. At
the end of the day you need the same
resources that you need in the
traditional business setting to execute
the charitable vision.
In 2015, we’re looking to begin a
fund called The Black Community
Investment Fund (BCIF). There’s also
a growing movement across the
country where there are efforts to
fund causes that are specific to the
black community, and those come in
the forms of what are called donorgiving circles, where you have a small
group of people who get together and
pool their funds for certain purposes.
You have actual funds that are set up
as nonprofits or 501(c)(3)’s. You have
some funds that are set up as donoradvised funds and they may be
housed at a foundation and then
granted out on behalf of the fund to
the community. They’re all focused
on building charitable vehicles that go
to support causes or address causes
that are relevant to the black
community.

Robert: I clearly emphasized the
notion of nonprofits being a business
throughout our interview, so I’ll close
out with that. When nonprofits and
nonprofit leaders adopt the traditional
business mindset, the more successful
they’ll be and the better off our
communities will be. Nonprofits in
general have to shift their mindset
from one that’s seeking what I call,
“free money,” in the form of grants to
one of seeking investments that yield
a social return. They should craft
their messaging about what they do
within that concept, because at the
end of the day, nonprofits and
businesses are business transactions
that require results. The days of warm
and fuzzy outcomes aren’t enough to
sustain an organization and to
generate the type of resources that are
needed to sustain nonprofits.
Government can’t solve everything,
and so there’s definitely a place for
nonprofits in our community. It’s
really a matter of how they think they
can manage more efficiently and
doing so in a way that generates the
type of impact we need to improve
our communities. 

Monica: What is your last word for
the day?
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